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Input voltage US model: AC100-120V, 50/60Hz 7.5A 

EU model: AC220-240V, 50/60Hz 3.8A 

Rated power 880W 

Fluid consumption 400 ml/min 

Fluid tank capacity 20 Liters (5.28 gallon) 

Compatible fluid Antari SL-20N Snow Foam Fluid 

Antari SL-20AN Premium Snow Fluid 

Operating time 50 mins at max. output 

Ambient temp. range 5℃-40℃ (41℉-104℉) 

Control DMX512, Timer, Manual 

Wireless (optional) 

Wireless DMX (optional) 

DMX channels 

Connection 

 

Optional accessories 

 

Dimension 

 

Weight 

2 channels 

Neutrik Powercon (Power) 

XLR 3-pin and 5-pin (DMX) 

W-DMX-PCBR, WTR-20, WTR-70 

SC-3, ST-10, PM-1 

L592 W551 H651 mm 

(L23.31 W21.69 H25.63 inch) 

37.2 KG (82.01 lbs) 

 

Additional Images 

Specification 

 

www.antari.com 

The S-500 is one of the best ever machine that 

Antari has developed and will be available very 

soon! (Patent pending)  

 

The complete accessories of this snow machine 

including a tank, and pipes can be neatly put into 

a flight case carryon compartment with wheels! 

The S-500 has also included a 10 meters long 

flexible pipe (can be extended to 30 meters) to 

extend long or high for various purpose.  

 

Unlike the traditional snow machine that need to 

put the entire machine high up. This special and 

new feature of S-500 can stay where it is and will 

not cause the inconvenience to replace liquid like 

older models heavier weight after added the 

liquid and put high. 

 

Additionally, the 20 liter big tank capacity can be 

filled up to meet an entire evening of the full 

event without required an additional crew or 

efforts to add more liquid. 

 

The included flexible pipe can go along with the 

(optional) Pan Motor (PM-1) to spread snow in a 

120 degree wide scope angle to ensure the snow 

covered area 4 time larger than the previous 

traditional model. 

 

Overall, this awesome machine has gathered 

silent in operation, wide angle and big volume 

snow outputs, cover wide range of area, big fuel 

tank, and mobility all nice features in one. What 

are you waiting for, Try it out! 

 


